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  Orion Metals Ltd – Adrian Day 
From  :   Andrew Bisset 
Subject:  Broughton Creek 
CC  :  

Date  :  17th May 2012 

 
 
Summary 
 

 The region exhibits a tremendously complex fabric and/or structural complexity.  

 Various ratios of radiometric channel data have been computed with grids of those ratios 
generated. 

 The airborne radiometric data is not consistent with the very high tenor of uranium assays that 
have been reported which suggests a high degree of soil cover, which in turn makes targeting 
from radiometric data more difficult. As a result of this, all weak anomalies should be followed 
up as they may represent valid targets. 

 A number of isolated uranium anomalies are identified and should be further assessed. 

 The strongest uranium responses occur in the Argylla Formation, however these are also 
elevated in potassium and thorium. 

 Radiometric data shows significant internal variation to the Argylla Formation suggesting there 
are multiple phases within this volcanic sequence. 

 A single magnetic trend contained within the Marraba Volcanic unit is spatially correlated with a 
uranium response.  This association should be further investigated. 

 
 
General Comments 
 
The region displays a high degree of structural complexity that is beyond the scope of this present work 
to unlock. 
 
There is some strong evidence for structural control in the radiometric anomalism and it may be worth 
considering mapping these structures in detail.  One possible geophysical method to achieve a detailed 
mapping of structures is with Sub-Audio-Magnetics (SAM).   
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Ratio Images 
 
Several ratios have been calculated using the radiometric data from potassium, thorium and uranium.   
A single A0 plot of all the ratios is included.   
 
The idea with calculating the ratios is to highlight patterns in radiometric data that are relating to 
geological variation.  It is always difficult to say exactly what the geological significance of each ratio is 
but the variations seen in the ratios should be an indication of geological changes or factors not 
normally apparent in the standard ternary image presentation. 
 
For example, a ratio of K2/Th will highlight potassic rich variations against changes in thorium 
concentrations.  
 
Another crucial ratio is U2/Th which highlights a possible uranium anomaly by normalising it against 
thorium.  Any reading with an elevated uranium response but low thorium is immediately highlighted. 
Conversely, a reading with high uranium and high thorium would not show up in this ratio.  
 
Several of the ratios involving division by the uranium channel are very noisy and this is normal. 
Although not particularly meaningful, they are included for completeness. 
 
 
 
Magnetic Target 
 
A singular magnetic feature is identified as unusual and presented as a potential target.  
 
This feature is; 
 

1. Located within the Marraba Volcanics along a probable north south structure 
2. Trends north south, which is in a contrary direction to all surrounding magnetic stratigraphy. 
3. Partially correlates with surface uranium anomalism 

 
Magnetic data and radiometric data are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
 
There is no assumption made about what the correlation may represent other than to identify the 
coincidence between a north-south trending magnetic body and a similar radiometric expression. 
 
A similar geophysical setting is observed at the Black Sunday Prospect, north of Dajarra. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: In most of the accompanying ternary radiometric images, uranium is mapped to the red channel as the eye 
is more sensitive to this colour, thereby making anomalies stand out.  Traditional presentations have always 
mapped uranium to blue. 
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Figure 1: TMI reduced to the pole magnetic data over central survey area. A singular magnetic body is 
identified coincident with surface radiometric anomalism 
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Figure 2: Ternary radiometric image of K, Th and U as blue, green and red highlighting the surface 
radiometric signature immediately over the thin north-south magnetic feature. 
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Figure 3: TMI (top), Radiometric Ternary Image (middle) and merged TMI and Radiometrics (bottom) 
showing the location of the selected magnetic feature. 
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Uranium Anomalism 
The image in Figure 4 shows the uranium channel in red using a colour transform where values only 
above 4.8ppm eU are shown in the red channel.  The objective in doing this is to highlight those areas 
where uranium is relatively anomalous for the survey area.  The value of 4.8ppm is chosen arbitrarily. 
Each of the uranium anomalies should still be assessed in relation to the corresponding potassium and 
thorium vales, and not in isolation. 
 
Note that a majority of the strongest uranium values are occurring within the metavolcanics of the 
Argylla Formation.  

 
Figure 4: Radiometric ternary image (K Th U as BGR) highlighting uranium values over 4.8ppm eU in the 
red channel. Values below this are not shown. 
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Several discrete and enigmatic uranium anomalies are presented in the figures below.  Each of the three 
following figures shows radiometric data using a linear contrast stretch (top image), and data 
highlighting uranium responses above 4.8 ppm (bottom image).  
 

 
Figure 5: Isolated anomalous uranium channel response. This is not a pure uranium response but is 
strong enough in an otherwise bland background to be further investigated. 
 
Location: 399958mE 7673916, 12.1 ppm eU 
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Figure 6: Isolated uranium channel response. This is considered a pure uranium channel response, 
although very isolated and small. 
 
Location: 400563mE 7678800mN, 8.5 ppm eU 
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Figure 7: A weak, isolated uranium anomaly which is very close in tenor to the 4.8ppm U cuttoff. 
 
Location: 402042mE 7681000mN, 5.2 ppm eU 
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Structural Interpretation 
A limited assessment of structural features within the magnetic data was undertaken as shown in Figure 

8.  From a structural perspective, the region is considered highly complex with many more faults/shears 
present than has been indicated. It is beyond the scope of this present work to map the structural 
complexity in any detail.  There is a reasonable indication that localised uranium responses are trending 
in the same direction as some of the prospect scale faults.  This is important as it may then lead to the 
identification of certain structures acting as the plumbing system for fluid movement. It may also be 
useful when assessing uranium anomalism with respect to chemical or rheological contrasts. 

 
Figure 8: Interpreted structures over various geophysical images. Images are (clockwise from top left) 
ternary radiometrics (K,Th,U as RGB) ternary radiometrics (K,Th,U as BGR), easterly direction filter of the 
RTP TMI, greyscale of RTP TMI. 
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Image files Description 
 
TMI = total magnetic intensity 
DTM = Digital Terrain Model 
rtp = reduced to the magnetic pole 
1VD/2VD = 1st/2nd Vertical derivatives 
TDR = tilt derivative 
 
esun/nwsun = east or north west sun angle illumination 
rbw = rainbow colour image 
ps = pseudo colour image 
g =greyscale image 
rgb = red green blue 
lin = linear colour stretch 
he = histogram equalise stretch 
 
 
M54 = GDA94 datum and MGA 54 projection 
 

Broughton_DTM_M54.ecw 

Broughton_K_over_DTM_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_KThU_he_rgb_M54.ecw 

Broughton_KThU_lin_rgb_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_k_th_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_k_u_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_kk_th_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_kk_u_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_th_k_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_th_u_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_thth_k_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_thth_u_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_u_k_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_u_th_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_uu_k_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_ratio_uu_th_lin_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_Th_over_DTM_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_U_over_DTM_rbw_M54.ecw 
Broughton_Uanomalies_ps_M54.ecw 

 A pseudo colour image of uranium values above 4.8ppm U 

Broughton_UThK_he_rgb_M54.ecw 

Broughton_UThK_lin_rgb_M54.ecw 
Broughton_UThK_Uanomalies_rgb_M54.ecw 

 An image showing U, Th, K as a RGB colour mapping 

 The U values are trimmed to only show values above 4.8 ppm U 
Broughton_UU_Th_anomalies_ps_M54.ecw 

 This image is of the ratio U2/Th showing only anomalous values above the arbitrary 
cut off of 4.8ppm U 

 It has been colour mapped using a Pseudocolour range  
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Broughton_TMI1VDrtp_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMI2VDrtp_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_East_Sun_filter_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_East_Sun_filter_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_NE_Sun_filter_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_NE_Sun_filter_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_nesun_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_North_Sun_filter_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_North_Sun_filter_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_NW_Sun_filter_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_NW_Sun_filter_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_SE_Sun_filter_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_SE_Sun_filter_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_SW_Sun_filter_g_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_SW_Sun_filter_rbw_M54.ecw 

Broughton_TMIrtp_TDR_nesun_rbw_M54.ecw 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

DISCLAIMER and RELEASE 
In receiving this document or any associated deliverable products Broughton Minerals Pty Ltd, Broughton Orion Pty Ltd, Orion Metals Ltd 
releases and indemnifies Core Geophysics Pty Ltd from and against all claims, actions, proceedings, liabilities, losses, damages and costs 
suffered or incurred, including any liability to Broughton Minerals Pty Ltd, Broughton Orion Pty Ltd, Orion Metals Ltd or to any third party 
(whether such liability arises under the law of contract, tort, statute or otherwise), in connection with (i) the delivered products or (ii) any act or 
omission of Core Geophysics Pty Ltd. 
 
Notwithstanding anything contained herein Broughton Minerals Pty Ltd, Broughton Orion Pty Ltd, Orion Metals Ltd acknowledges that no 
representation, warranty or condition, express or implied, is given by Core Geophysics Pty Ltd as to the suitability of the deliverable products or 
the accuracy and completeness of any information contained therein.  


